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Dernières nouvelles



il y a 15 jours



65 personnes ont rejoint le groupe, dont Kev Brennan MBCS CITP, tejeswar chowdary et Muhammad Albedewy



Suivre Paulo Roberto



il y a 2 heures



J'aime
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Plus Prashant Chaturvedi a lancé une discussion : Good article on Cloud. It differentiates between Cloud Marketplace and Cloud broker. I come across lot of people who think by deploying a portal, service catalog and shopping cart anyone cna be a CSB.



Fernando Tobar, bozana mirjanic et 5 autres aiment 84 commentaires • Accéder aux commentaires les plus récents



Clive Seiffert • The Australian Job market is very bad



J'aime Ajouter un commentaire il y a 4 heures il y a 13 jours • J'aime
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Deepak Munjal et 1 autre personne aiment ce commentaire de Naresh Nayak Australian PR -Should we file by ourselves or use any immigration agent?: Hi All, Australian immigration rules are very specific with no grey areas. There are no two ways of interpretation because it is so...



Suivre Clive



Koushik Saha • i don't have any idea, if any one have some good idea, please share! il y a 8 jours • J'aime Suivre Koushik



J'aime (2)



Sheryl Scott • Almost impossible - there is an oversupply of highly skilled people who are already either citizens or permanent residents and not enough jobs. Unless you have skills that are absolutely unavailable here - which is unlikely, no company will sponsor you. Suivre Sheryl



il y a 8 jours • J'aime
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il y a 5 heures Voir toutes les nouvelles »



Classement des membres les plus influents de cette semaine Paulo Roberto Da Silva



Sarah Corris • We just sponsored someone so yes it is possible, it depends on your skill set and requirement of the role and what applicants are applying. il y a 8 jours • J'aime
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Glenn Klopfer



Suivre Sarah Con Zymaris



Suivre Sheryl



Sheryl Scott • Agree Sarah - we also did earlier this year - but for a role and a client that required a very specific and unique skill set - and for a set period of time. Frankly I will avoid doing it again with the market the way it is now. Ten to twelve years ago when we had a real shortage of high level and experienced SAP functional and technical consultants we sponsored 15 over a 6 month period as the number of people with these skills just did not meet the number required by the market. Now there is a choice of more than enough excellent candidates available with these skills and with a track record within Australia. il y a 8 jours • J'aime



If there are so many opportunities why did we receive over 120 applications for a developer role - with every one of the applicants meeting the selection criteria, and these applications came from all over Australia. il y a 8 jours • J'aime



Baonhi Luong
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Statistiques du groupe Directeur



DÉCOUVREZ LES STATISTIQUES DE CE GROUPE



Suivre Wilson



¬Ŏ (Lily)
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Sheryl Scott • Wilson - maybe where you are, and with a specific skill set, so perhaps you would like to sponsor some people? I can assure you that here in the East Coast what you say is far from the truth - we have an over supply of highly skilled people across all skillsets Suivre Sheryl



ARAVIND RAJAGOPAL



Wilson Wampers • Hi Sheryl, it all depends of what the skills are they're looking for. If you have them you have them and the job is yours if you can distinguish enough from the competition. I agree it has become a lot harder in certain area's, but there's enough room to move towards skills in need. Sites like www.seek.com.au, www.careerone.com.au, www.indeed.com.au let you filter enough to easier find matches .. and then there's the personality factor. If you push hard enough and are not a quitter or go for the easy approach, you will find what you're looking for. That has always been my mindset, and it works every time! All the best Paulo, the initiative of posting here has carried you already
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Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • The truth is somewhere between Clive and Wilson: the job market is not "very bad" - many countries would still envy us our level of unemployment. But neither are there plenty of opportunities. As Sheryl essentially said, you have to be very experienced in a niche that can't be filled locally. Suivre Michael



If you're yet another Java or PHP coder - there's plenty looking for work right here, and thanks to ongoing layoffs more of them all the time. However, if you have 15+ years of experience in, say, a special area of IT security, you may still have a good chance to get snatched up quickly, and possibly even be sponsored. il y a 8 jours • J'aime



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Wilson, I'm not sure what you mean with "move towards skills in need". Are you saying that you can merely see what's advertised on, say, Seek, and then take a few exams in that area and apply for jobs? Sorry, but good luck with that. Certification alone won't get you anything without appropriate experience. Suivre Michael



Also, not clear what you mean by "pushing enough": this is *not* about being local and working, networking and presenting yourself hard to find a good job. I would have no disagreement with that - I just did the same thing, in fact! This is about people from overseas wanting to come here, without visas, without being on-shore, and competing with those who are much more easily and quickly available. Why would any recruiter in their right mind bother? PS: oh great, LinkedIn editing is broken... il y a 8 jours • J'aime



Khalid Shaik • This discussion is going to help me !!! I'm curious to know how good is job market for EMC Documentum. All your Inputs will help me as I am planning to apply for an AU Visa in next 6 months time. Suivre Khalid



Suivre Ramu



il y a 8 jours • J'aime



Ramu Venkitaramanan • Its going to be a pain mate, from the ground it looks quiet bad at the moment in west. My wife is here on a secondary visa and she is yet to find anything after 7 months. And the rates on the Visa and PR are being hiked again in Sept. Plus the cost of living is just spiralling up. If you don't find a good job, which pays atleast in excess of 5000A$ a month, don't think about it. il y a 8 jours • J'aime



Gokul Gopinadhan • What about a sponsorship in IT Infrastructure services???... il y a 8 jours • J'aime Suivre Gokul



Khalid Shaik • Hello Mr. Ramu, Thanks for your reply. I have analysed jobs on Documentum software listed in seek.com.au. Based on this website there are at least 15 jobs listed every month mostly in Perth and Sydney. Suivre Khalid



Is it wise to depend on this website's data to make a decision? il y a 8 jours • J'aime



Suivre Michael



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • As Wilson had already said, first research on seek.com.au or here on LinkedIn to gauge what jobs are still on offer here. Do some work categorising and seeing where they['re offered. That should give you a good idea. @Gokul: with IT infrastructure being outsource, downsized, automated, virtualised and whatever else, I don't think there would be demand, @Khalid: when in doubt, be bold and call the vendor! What does EMC Australia say? (no, don't ask "do you have a job for me?", but see if you can engage in conversation about opportunities and outlook and how you can be involved. It's the same as saying "do you have a job", but more professional. ;-) il y a 8 jours • J'aime
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Sheryl Scott • One thing to be aware of when looking at Seek, CareerOne etc is that multiple agencies will advertise the same job - usually a minimum of 3-5 and up to 12 is common, so what may seem to be 15 jobs may in fact just be 1 or 2 advertised by multiple agencies.
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Suivre Sheryl



Khalid - EMC Documentum is used predominantly in Federal Government and these roles even as a contractor require as a minimum Australian Citizenship and Secret Clearance due to the nature of the Agencies and the information they handle. I also concur with Michael - there is little demand for infrastructure skills - due to the downsizing, outsourcing, move to cloud etc.both in the private and public sectors. il y a 7 jours • J'aime
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Miranda Hamilton • We have sponsored several people both for permanent 856 residency and skilled under the 457 program for IT Security and I know that many of our competitors are doing the same and we find it difficult to get suitably qualified people. Suitably qualified being the qualifier. Suivre Miranda



For each of those that we have sponsored though, we knew them already through industry associations and affiliations with our other staff. I would suggest that if you are interested in being sponsored that you become an active, known person in your area of speciality. Publish papers, join associations and become recognised and respected. It is a painful, costly exercise for an organisation to sponsor an employee so no one will do it unless you provide something special or a skill. Another option If you are under 30 go for a working holiday visa and get in to a company that way. If they know you and trust you they may feel it is worth their while sponsoring you. THe only issue with that is the duration that you can work for one company. 3 of the people that we have subsequently sponsored were known by our existing staff and came out of their own volition on a working holiday visa. il y a 7 jours • J'aime
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Khalid Shaik • Thanks Michael and Sheryll for your advice. That is very informative. Thanks Miranda! Your advice is very encouraging. I want give a try with Working Holiday Visa. il y a 7 jours • J'aime Suivre Khalid



Nishu Sharma (2772) • Go there with proper documents and with good skills by default... give your 100%. u will get the work there.... or any where in the world. just try if you can. trust your self as per your capabilities. the world is too big but your mind is more then that. Dont forget it ever..... Cheers Suivre Nishu Sharma



il y a 7 jours • J'aime
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Puneet Vasudeva • Hi I am a Websphere Administration specialist with expertise in maintaining Websphere stack of middleware products in Production envirnments. I too looking for sponsorship from an Australian employer. Can anyone help me out please ? il y a 7 jours • J'aime Suivre Puneet



Etienne Bronkhorst • Does anybody beleive a project manager would stand a chance? What is better to have as project manager in Australia - PMP or Prince 2? il y a 7 jours • J'aime Suivre Etienne



saurabh paliwal • Hello Everyone,



Suivre saurabh



I am Microsoft .net Professional with 9 yrs of experience in software development. Currently i have applied for sub class 189 visa , just waiting for CO allocation. My skill set are : C#, ASP.NET, SQL server, JQUERY, MVC 4, WCF, Autofac, MOQ, TFS. Also I have done MCTS 70-515 certification. Are there enough opportunities in australia for my skill set. il y a 7 jours • J'aime



Suivre Michael



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Etienne: Both! Plus Australian Citizenship and you'd be snatched up in Canberra. Otherwise? Among the 1000+/- layoffs by IBM alone, recently, there were very likely an inordinate number of PMs (and BAs). Most, if not all, of them residents and citizens with local experience. You'd have to be a god with an unusual specialty, I'd say. il y a 7 jours • J'aime



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Puneet: Websphere being an IBM product, what I wrote earlier about the massive IBM layoffs holds: there will be a glut in the market. I might as well keep this as a "copy&paste mantra": if you have extraordinary skills in a niche area, especially security, you may at least have a prayer.
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Suivre Michael



If your title has some generic title like "ABC developer" or "XYZ administrator"... I'd say, forget it for now. il y a 7 jours • J'aime
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Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Saurabh: do the research. A quick glance on Seek, Whirlpool or here would seem to show that .NET is a dime a dozen. C++ would possibly have better chances, if you're good. It's a "harder" language, therefore fewer good people. il y a 7 jours • J'aime Suivre Michael



saurabh paliwal • @Michael Hoffmann - Yes i understand your point of view. even in india, its like if you throw a stone in the air either a java or .net developer will be the one to get hurt. java and .net are quite common every where... Suivre saurabh



what are the prospects of sharepoint developer and Microsoft Business Intelligence professional there ? il y a 7 jours • J'aime



Paulo Roberto Da Silva • what's this visa 189 ? @saurabh pallwal il y a 7 jours • J'aime Suivre Paulo Roberto



saurabh paliwal • 189 is for permanent resident visa mate.. il y a 7 jours • J'aime Suivre saurabh



Paulo Roberto Da Silva • I heard that there is a queue as a pre selection for this visa. il y a 7 jours • J'aime Suivre Paulo Roberto



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • I strongly suspect this "queue" is in fact merely the gigantic backlog of applications. It's classical FIFO, unless you have ways of jumping the queue, such as state sponsorship (happened to me - 2 months instead of almost 2 years back in 2004). Suivre Michael



No idea if state sponsorship even exists anymore, I haven't checked in a while. il y a 6 jours • J'aime



Gokul Gopinadhan • @Michael, your comments on IT Infra. It points that there is no chance for those guys even if there is a PR. I understand that outsourcing happens but thats only low kind of work. If devices are virtualized , then a opening comes for virtualization guy. Suivre Gokul



il y a 6 jours • J'aime



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • Not sure how it follows that virtualisation leads to an opening. The same staff as before can be managing the now-virtualised environment. Most likely, fewer of them! Suivre Michael



Even if they need new staff with experience and certification(s) in the virtualisation space: that doesn't mean they need to get someone from overseas. Plenty of VCPs right here heck, I'm one, just don't work in the area (anymore). il y a 6 jours • J'aime



Gokul Gopinadhan • pheww...:( Whats the hot technology in IT Infra there now?.Cloud?. il y a 6 jours • J'aime Suivre Gokul



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • I would say that there is no "hot" technology. IT Infrastructure is a commodity, like plumbing and electricity.It may be hosted on-site or cloudy, but it's just expected to be there and be cheap and work. That's how those in
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Suivre Michael



Suivre Sheryl



Sheryl Scott • @Etienne - with the downturn in the industry PMs are easy to come by and earning far less than they were - the rate for a PM has dropped by a third to half of what it was 2 or 3 years ago. Both PMP and PRINCE2 are well recognised here, but PRINCE2 is on more common use. If you have extensive experience in SAP and Oracles proprietary PM methodoligoes as well than that is a bonus. @Micheal - there is no longer State sponsorship options. I fully concur with what you say regarding "hot" technologies - there is none and as you say we have more than enough good VCPs many who like you are working in other areas. il y a 6 jours • J'aime
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Sajid Hussain • if i was to get a permanent skilled worker visa. what would my chances be. I have a CCNP and a few firewall spacific exams and a Prince2 with 10+ experience in an ISP. (I am currently half way through my CISSP) Suivre Sajid



il y a 6 jours • J'aime



Sheryl Scott • @Sajid - how many years experience do you have as a PRINCE2 PM? If you have at least 5 to 7 years actual practical Project Management and proven delivery experience then you would have a reasonable chance of a job here. Suivre Sheryl



As for your chances - they would be difficult as it is for all IT professionals across tje board here in Australia at present. Two to three years will see improvements il y a 6 jours • J'aime



Sajid Hussain • Thanks for your reply i have not done any project management as such. I have been part of large IT projects (MPLS) as the "technical lead" which is why i did the prince2 to show i understand the project side. my experience its all in IT networking and IT security Suivre Sajid



il y a 6 jours • J'aime



Deepak Munjal • Hi,



Suivre Deepak



I am a Mainframe Cobol Professional with 6 years of experience working in large IT MNC Financial Domain in India. I have seen number of positions on Job sites in Mainframes for Australia but couldn't find any who can sponsor Visa. Can you please let me know if you have any suitable opening and would sponsor my case? Let me know if I send my resume to you. You can have a look on my Linked In profile for your reference. Would appreciate your kind response. And thanks to Sarah, Wilson, Miranda, Sheryl and Michael for this useful and healthy discussion. Regards, -Deepak il y a 6 jours • J'aime



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • Mainframes and COBOL?! Now *there* is a niche I would expect to see some employer jump on! :)



Suivre Michael



The big iron guys are dying out, yet the banks still have lots of those "dinosaurs" around. Would expect one to fairly easily show that there aren't many qualified people within Australia. Good luck! il y a 6 jours • J'aime



Clive Seiffert • Mainframe and Cobol are extinct. The only people using them are Government Departments in Canberra and they only employ Australian Citizens. il y a 5 jours • J'aime
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Suivre Clive



Cesar Martinez • Hi, A mainframe and cobol PM here with several years experience in the banking industry. Does anyone know of any employer willing to sponsor?
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Suivre Cesar



Sheryl Scott • @Cesar - highly unlikely at this point. As Clive says mainframe and COBOL is to most intent and purpose extinct with a only a handful of sites mainly in Canberra. If you are cross skilled in other languages and platforms you may find work here but minimal to no chances of sponsorship. Suivre Sheryl



il y a 5 jours • J'aime



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • Heh, what happened to all those "billions" of lines of COBOL supposedly still in use? Was it all migrated to PHP? ;)



Suivre Michael



"In 1997, the Gartner Group reported that 80% of the world's business ran on COBOL with over 200 billion lines of code in existence and with an estimated 5 billion lines of new code annually.[6] Near the end of the twentieth century the year 2000 problem was the focus of significant COBOL programming effort, sometimes by the same programmers who had designed the systems decades before. [...] Because of the clean-up effort put into these COBOL programs for Y2K, many of them have been kept in use for years since then." (so sayeth Wikipedia, which is never wrong, after all!) il y a 5 jours • J'aime



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • Interesting link here as well: http://cis.hfcc.edu/faq/cobol Suivre Michael



Note I'm not pushing COBOL and mainframes! I've never learned the former and barely worked on the latter for some student intern jobs, mostly data entry to make ends meet way back then. My point was that it's niche technologies like that which I would expect to get you a job far more likely than Yet Another Sysadmin/Java Coder/Project Manager/PHP Dev/Web Designer. Let's face it: to all those looking to come here with any of the skills in that little list, there's already hundreds if not thousands of Australians, right here, looking for work in that field. Unless you're a god in that arena who has just about "written the book", you may well have a better chance winning the lottery. il y a 5 jours • J'aime



Sheryl Scott • @Michael - much of the old COBOL code has been replaced with ERPs over the past 15 years. Very little COBOL still exists anywhere these days. There is some still out there, but nowhere near 200 billion lines of code that was around in 1997 Suivre Sheryl



In the lead up to Y2K I worked on a number of Projects where we replaced legacy COBOL systems with ERP solutions and in some cases bespoke systems developed on a number of non-COBOL platforms. Our estimates at the time was that we replaced in the region of 8 million lines of COBOL as well as well as replacing hierarchical databases and transaction processors with RDBMS and related middleware just on two sites. il y a 5 jours • J'aime
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Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Sheryl - 8 million lines! Bet you have some war stories to tell. :) "There I was... the darkened room only lit by the blinkenlights of the heavy iron..." il y a 5 jours • J'aime
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Suivre Michael



Sheryl Scott • @Micheal - have not looked at a line of COBOL code since! Never want to see another one either even though I started my commercial IT life as a COBOL programmer. il y a 5 jours • J'aime Suivre Sheryl



Louise Snelling • This thread has me concerned, I am moving to Melbourne in December. I do not require sponsorship (partner is Sponsor) and I am a PM, 3 years exp, with Prince2 and 9 years in IT..will agency's even look at me without PR as yet? Thanks il y a 4 jours • J'aime Suivre Louise



Clive Seiffert • you will be competing with hundreds of local unemployed Project managers and IT workers .
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How´s the best way to be sponsored by an Australian company? Is that still possible? | LinkedIn There are also other hidden traps like if you have children you will be charged very high school fees for basic public state education. I may be biased but what I say is true as I have felt it personally . And Melbourne Brisbane Adelaide are particular bad, but Perth Canberra and Sydney are not much better



Suivre Clive



il y a 4 jours • J'aime



Jason Dinh • @Paulo : it's still possible mate. It depends on the industry that you look at. However, for the working visa sponsorship 457, there are many companies are still looking for someone who can be done the job and helps the business growing up. I suggest that you should talk to some immi agents to discuss about this. Good luck mate Suivre Jason



Suivre Michael



il y a 4 jours • J'aime
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Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Louise, while it's indeed a tough market, you do have the advantage of being able to come here and not requiring sponsorship. As such, you are competing on a much more level playing field with others in the market, where it comes down to how good you are yourself, how good your CV catches eyeballs and how well you interview. Coming in December means you'll arrive during the summer lull. You can gauge the market, network, hope things improve, all in time when (in general) hiring should pick up again around February/March. il y a 4 jours • J'aime
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Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • On this topic, I remembered a mildly intriguing fact: there is one area where you can still get sponsorship!



Suivre Michael



An acquaintance of ours is a short, extremely slim young man from India. He's here on a 457 and will now be sponsored for PR. He's a jockey! Apparently there is demand outstripping supply for the horse racing crazed Australian market. Go figure! I'f you're less than 5 feet tall, light of weight and don't mind risking your life galloping at 45kmh, there may be an alternate route to PR than IT for you! :-) il y a 4 jours • J'aime



Suivre Fernando
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Fernando Tobar • Hi, I am specialized in analysis, design and web software development with Ruby on Rails ( http://rubyonrails.org/ ). Rails is a very productive framework based on the Ruby language, considered as one of the frameworks of the new generation, along with others that are also very good. It is becoming very popular, especially in the U.S., with several large-scale applications in production. Also I have background in other technologies. I'm from Argentina and I would be interested to get in touch with other professionals and / or companies of Australia to see if they do something together, related to IT in the future. Do not hesitate to contact me privately for more information ( http://ftconsulting.com.ar ) Best Regards il y a 4 jours • J'aime



Louise Snelling • @Clive - thank you for the insite, we don't have children and I am purely going to Austraila to be with my partner until we dcide where we will settle in the future. I have always got work in the UK and it seems I will try and remain with my current contract employer to work there given the high unemployment in this field. Suivre Louise



@Michael - thank you for the advice, I have a few contacts that I will be utlising during the quiet market time, hopefully it won't take long! il y a 4 jours • J'aime



Suivre Johan



Johan Potgieter • I think it is very difficult. If you have the skills to be sponsored you will probably be able to get a job anywhere in the world. If you are an average Joe with many years of experience and good reverences, you will be at a great disadvantage to people that are local. In my own experience I have not been able to secure any interviews because everyone tells me preference is given to local talent. il y a 4 jours • J'aime



Suivre Jason
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Jason Dinh • @Johan : I agree with you mate; however, even someone is talent and have skills or experiences, when mentioning about sponsorship. The company may consider about this because of the conditions of application for 457 Visa include a lots of things. One specially that company considers is their last two years of financial statements. If the company does not have strong financial situation, they may not do this. il y a 3 jours • J'aime
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Ramu Vasireddy • HI Sheryl Scott and other members, This is Ramu working with IBM India Pvt ltd as Sr.Tester, I have around 8+yrs of experience which includes Automation testing using QTP, Defect Management Tool Quality center and ETL Testing using Informatics tool, I am looking Sponsor visa, is any consultancy providing permanent residency and what would be the cost, Please suggest. Thanks RAM [email protected] il y a 3 jours • J'aime



Clive Seiffert • Again, testers and ETL are not in demand - no IT skills are needed and the market is swamped . IBM and others have retrenched hundreds in Australia. The only sponsors still around are dodgy and exploitive. il y a 2 jours • J'aime
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Suivre Clive



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Ramu, seeing as IBM is off-shoring hundreds of their Australian jobs to India, I think you probably have better job security there!



Suivre Michael



You know, despite it probably being politically incorrect, after thread after thread after thread of this kind on LinkedIn, I really have to say: Australian companies are coming late to the "off-shore All The Jobs to India" party (which other countries are already reversing or shifting to yet-again-cheaper-as-part-of-the-raceto-the-cottom countries). This is why our IT job market is collapsing! It's really not our economic indicators, which compared to other industrial Western countries should be the envy of the world. Yet, so many inquiries here are from people whose named I would describe as ... having a definite "sub-continental" ring to them. Uhm, guys, "our" jobs are coming to *you*! Or you already *have* a role that until recently was done on-shore here in Australia. Testers? Developers? PMs? Sysadmins? Stay where you are, at this rate "we" will be asking about work visas for India! ;-) One day soon, you could be a manager in Bangalore with a team of Aussies working for you! Now, what's my best way to learn Hindi? ;) il y a 2 jours • J'aime
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Clive Seiffert • my thoughts exactly - stay where you are il y a 2 jours • J'aime Suivre Clive



Khalid Shaik • @Michael hmm come join my company.. we will rule the IT business!!! :) ;-) il y a 2 jours • J'aime
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Suivre Khalid



Ramu Vasireddy • Thanks @Michael &Clive Seiffert, But I have an aspirant to work in Australia, I was worked for Sensis Client for one month after that I came to India but I could not able to enjoy Australian culture and Places...hence I am looking for job couple of months to work in Australia.... but what you said is 100% correct. Suivre Ramu



il y a 2 jours • J'aime



Suivre Johan



Johan Potgieter • Another thing to mention is that 457 is not for everyone and before you take that step you have to consider the dangers. In South Africa there has been a number of articles in the last couple of years telling people's sad 457 stories. IF you have another option other that 457 you should take it, even if it takes longer. I have read of many people that want to get to Australia quickly so they find someone to sponsor them on a 457. They sell all their stuff and jump on a plane to Australia with wife and kids. 2 months later they lose the job and the sponsorship. Now you are stuck with your whole family in a new country and you have 30 days to find a new sponsored job. If you don't you will be illegal in the country and most likely never be granted any kind of visa to Australia, ever again. Unless you are single and nothing tying you down you should not consider this as a option to immigrate. On a 457 you are totally at the mercy of the company and have no right once they terminate your employment. Be warned... 457 is a gamble and many take it and loose big time. il y a 2 jours • J'aime



1
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How´s the best way to be sponsored by an Australian company? Is that still possible? | LinkedIn Krzysztof Mołoń • There is no problem in finding a COBOL programmer, all you need is a shovel to dig them out. il y a 2 jours • J'aime



3



Suivre Krzysztof



Suivre Agnes



Agnes Dufourneau • HI everyone, I am marketing manager in IT company and went few years ago on a Working Holiday visa in Australia. Today I would like to relocate in Australia and I tried to find a job from France but and I am facing difficulties to move because I don't have any work permit. Maketing Specialist is eligible on the the CSOL list and I am thinking to ask for a PR but I would like to know if some of you had experienced the VETASSES process please? If yes, could you tell me how long the process lasted and how much did it cost you ? Many thanks il y a 2 jours • J'aime



Suivre Sheryl



Sheryl Scott • @ Johan - I do not see the point you are making about considering the dangers of a 457 visa. The 457 visa has always been and was implemented specifically for the purpose of filling a specific role for a specific employer for a set period of time you cannot transfer it to another employer without specific permission from Immigration and if they refuse permission then you must leave the country. Simple - that is all it has ever been and has NEVER been a fast track or guaranteed to end with permanent residency. Frankly it distrurbs me that many of the people posting in this discussion have obviously zero understanding of the following:basics: * Australia's ecomony * the job situation here * the cost of living * Australian culture * the IT industry focus in Australia * their entitlements - no we are not here to support them and their famiy of they choose to leave paid employment in their home country and come here as a migrant * the different visas and requirements for these visas and what they mean to the person granted that particular visa I find this trend alarmig and frankly of people cannot do that for themselves then they probably should not come here. It seems that many would be best classified as "economic refugees" coming here purely on the assumption of a better lifestyle and a better income and no real interest in where they get it but Australia has a better climate than say Alaska By the way - I came here as an immigrant and we definitely has already spent significant time in Australia researching well before we started down the immigration path. Also Johan 457 and sponsorship for a PR are two totally different things il y a 2 jours • J'aime



2



Sheryl Scott • @Agnes - no - marketing even in IT is not on the list of professions eligiible for a PR and you are most definitely not a likely candidate for sponsorship or a 457. il y a 2 jours • J'aime Suivre Sheryl



Suivre Agnes



Agnes Dufourneau • @Sheryl - My mistake not for a PR but a 457 visa "Marketing Specialist" is on the CSOL with a assesment required through VETASSES See 225113 I would like to know if some of you had experienced the VETASSES process please? If yes, could you tell me how long the process lasted and how much did it cost you ? Many thanks il y a 2 jours • J'aime



Sheryl Scott • Hi Agnes - maybe three years ago - but highly unlikely now. What area of IT is your specialty in marketing?



Suivre Sheryl



Right now 457s are not really an option due to the large number of people here without work due to massive downsizing by the likes of IBM. Suggest you thoroughly read Michael Hoffman's earlier posts as he gives details of the downsizing that has occurred here in the past year.. il y a 2 jours • J'aime
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How´s the best way to be sponsored by an Australian company? Is that still possible? | LinkedIn Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Sheryl: I really think you summed up just about everything that is left to say.



Suivre Michael



The days are over where Australia seemed sheltered from the global economic crisis, because we thought we could just dig crap out of the ground forever and flog it off. We no longer serve as the catch basin for the overflow of the rest of the world that's been suffering from the GFC collapse and Euro crisis and what-not. il y a 2 jours • J'aime • Répondre en privé • Signaler comme inapproprié



Suivre Johan



Johan Potgieter • @Sheryl My comment was a warning to people who believe that 457 is a quick way to PR in Australia. I understand the difference very well and hold a valid Australian Visa. Maybe if you look at my comment again you will realize that we are warning people of the same thing. I warned people because I don't want to see people destroy their lives on a long shot. Most people with the skills for a 457 visa are not that bad off in their own countries. So, if any one wants to work and live in Australia then find a better route than using 457. As Sheryl said, it was never intended as a route to PR. il y a 2 jours • J'aime



Suivre Ramu



Ramu Venkitaramanan • @Michael, wish you were true. Although India has traditionally been the home to outsourced work, things are much different on the ground. I don't have enough experience to explain it fully, but there are different layers of IT jobs and the market is much complex than anywhere else in the world. And I don't think its about a particular company pushing its business to offshore centres, its any company which has a global presence. Even Microsoft, Dell, HP, name it you will find them in India. India offers a very cost effective model and where quality of work is given much more importance these days, its a changing model and companies find it very attractive to invest money which saves a lot for them. Its only my personal view, but I find India being technically far more advanced than Australia. At least in the way they have taken to new technologies like VM and cloud. But unfortunately these jobs are a niche area even in India. il y a 2 jours • J'aime



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Ramu: so you want to go from "technically far more advanced" India to Australia? Why?!



Suivre Michael



Not that I'm doing a "OMG, you insulted Australia!" thing, but using virtualisation and cloud technology as examples doesn't really prove your case. The former is now considered an omni-present mature technology and the latter is being adopted as fast as our aging network infrastructure allows. That said, wouldn't be surprised if I see a decline in cloud adoption, due to privacy and snooping worries. il y a 2 jours • J'aime



Suivre Ninu



Ninu Kurian • Hi All, I am a PM/BA and an applications architect with experience primarily in CRM technologies. Any ideas on my chance for a job? I am considering applying for a PR( 189). Do you know of any companies looking for people with my skillset? Thanks, N il y a 1 jour • J'aime



Clive Seiffert • Each PM or BA advertised has about 100 applicants. Be very careful with agents who are just trying to exploit you. il y a 1 jour • J'aime Suivre Clive



Suivre Ramu



Ramu Venkitaramanan • @Michael: Me coming here was a simple decision mate. If you stay in India you end up not sabing a penny, if you work outside the country you would work hard to send some money back to support your family. That way Australi was just a choice like Gulf for me. Because I got my opportunity here I took this first. In India inflationary costs are high and you end up spending so much that saving for future is very difficult. By working outside I could offset some of that by the foreign exchange rates. No offence about technology mate, but generally I think Australi is very reluctant to adopt anything new. Its my personal view, might be wrong. If someone came with vast expertise from outside I have see busineses deny them job because they lack local experience(not mostly in IT but other fields I should admit) forcing them yo start from junior roles. I am in Perth and my experience so far has been with technology usage, at a user level, here. People tend to accept whatever they get and even if the service levels are very poor, they tend to grin n make a few noices and push along. The market gives Australians very bad offers, example we had a huge order with a hardware client who gave a rubbish quote and I am pretty sure if it were India they would be giving a much better deal. Even with things like Tablet sales if you see, MS always quotes a higher price and no offers in Australia and they get away with it. In India the market strategies are much aggresive and advanced. In IT, you have an option of working at any level in BPO, Infrastructure, Networking, System Administration, tech support and Level based
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How´s the best way to be sponsored by an Australian company? Is that still possible? | LinkedIn seggregation is there. Your pay depends on which level you start. Here you dont see that. Its a flat start for most people. Just my views, sorry if it sounded offensive. il y a 21 heures • J'aime



1



Фёдор Фёдорович Чеснаков • Yes ASS, this australia, there is generally zero cases. il y a 21 heures • J'aime Suivre Фёдор Фёдорович



Gagan Deep • Hello Everyone Anybody ever heard of "Workday" ? If yes , please let me know about its market in NSW . Suivre Gagan



Thanks & Regards Gagan il y a 21 heures • J'aime



Suivre Michael



Michael Hoffmann, CISSP • @Ramu: you may be underestimating the significantly higher cost of living in Australia. Which would prevent you from sending much home. Taxation is significant. Rents and real estate costs sky high."Mortgage stress" is a common term and bankruptcies are increasing. Can't dispute the add-on cost that vendors charge here to get kit into Australia, though still don't see what that has to do with lower adoption of technology. I think Australia has one of the highest Android/iSomething adoption rates per capita. ;) il y a 16 heures • J'aime



Lenny Korniadi • I'm in 457 as well and trying to find another job. I read the 457 condition was changed as of July 2013 - it's no longer 30 days to find a new employer, but 90 days. Suivre Lenny



I'm interested in BA, Data Migration or Ellipse ERP job. Any info? Please share. Thanks, Lenny il y a 15 heures • J'aime



Mahesh Patil • @michael : Correctly suggested.... il y a 11 heures • J'aime Suivre Mahesh



Suivre Paul



Paul Wilson • Ramu: In what way is India more technically advanced? The main thing Australia lacks from what I see is a broad variety of cloud options, and that's going to change, although not quickly. Everywhere I've worked or had contact with over the last 10 years has used virtualisation, and the take-up shows no sign of slowing or stopping. And why should it? It's an excellent use of hardware.Oops - sorry just seen your longer comment. Yup, I'd agree with some of your comments but not all. Tech adoption is pretty high per capita in Australia. Perth is very expensive as Michael says, saving could be difficult as pay is falling in most of the IT jobs here. il y a 11 heures • J'aime



Justin Sofo • India is cheap, not technologically advanced, even if the work is done in India, it has to be double checked and fixed again in Australia. il y a 10 heures • J'aime Suivre Justin



saurabh paliwal • I agree with justin....india is a very attractive place for outsourcing just because its very cost effective. even i have seen companies which will take inital amount from client abroad and then getting the work done from india is nightmare for such client... :) Suivre saurabh



even client is also stuck with those companies because they have already paid huge amount of money....and they can't go any where.... :) il y a 6 heures • J'aime
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